Abstract. Spectra of the transmission T(v), ellipticity p(v) and Faraday rotation angle adv) have been measured in YFeOs single crystals near AFMR mode (vI;JIO m-1 ) using the quasi-optical submillimetre backward-wave-oscillator spectrometer. A resonance behaviour of the T(v), p(v) and adv) spectra was observed near AFMR. The theoretical calculations and computer simulations made it possible to describe the observed T(v), p(v) and a~( v ) spectra and to determine both diagonal and non-diagonal components of the permittivity and permeability of the YFe03 . A n unusual effect of the weak magnetic field (H*250 Oe) along magnetic moment (mlloaxis) on the line-shape and intensity of the resonance lime was revealed and explained by an interference of two normal modes inside the resonance line.
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INTRODUCTION
Rare-earth (R) orthoferries RFeOs have proved to be an interesting class of weak ferromagnets for investigations of various magnetic interactions, phase transitions, magnetooptical properties and magnetic excitations. A diverse and unusual behaviour of the antiferromagnetic resonance (AFMR) modes was observed in orthoferrites at submillimetre wavelengths which is determined by dynamic properties both Fe and R-subsystems and their exchange interaction [I] .
Also unusual magnetooptical effects are expected near resonance frequencies of the magnetic excitation (for example, Faraday rotation [2] ). In this work we have studied the propagation of the plane-polarized electromagnetic waves along the magnetization direction and related magnetooptical effects in the yttrium orthoferrites (T~=648 K) as a model crystal for investigation of corresponding effects in the Fe-subsystem only.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Single crystals of the YFe03 were grown by the floating zone method with radiative heating. The transmission spectra T(v) of the 0.43 mm thick c-cut plane-parallel plate of the YFe03 were measured using the quasi-optical subndhetre backward-wave-oscillator spectrometer [I] in the frequency range 7.7-13 cm-1 near the resonance frequency of the AFMR mode (~1~1 0 cm-1 ) excited by the hlla-and hip-axes. Besides the T(v) spectra we were able to obtain also the spectra of ellipticity p(v) and the Faraday rotation angle a~( v ) (the rotation angle of the principle axis of a polarization ellipse) by the measurements at different orientation a A of an analyser with respect to a polarization plane of the incident radiation.
Examples of the T(v) spectra in the case of hlb, ella polarization of the incident radiation and various a A are shown in the Fig.1 . The measurements were performed in the weak magnetic field (H=250 Oe) along magnetic moment (Hllmllc-axis) in order to remove the domain structure. A strong increase of the transmission near AFMR line at 10 cm-1 in the case of a~=900 as well as change of the line-shape and its intensity for a A =00 and 450 indicate noticeable rotation of the radiation polarization plane. In order to determine the spectra of ellipticity p(v) and Faraday rotation angle a~ ( v ) we used transmission To , T45 and T90 spectra corresponding to a A =00 , 450 and 900 , respectively, and following relations: Frequency, cm where 6 = [I -4To T90 sin2Aq / ( To -Tso )2]112 , COSAcp = (T45 -TO -T90 )/2( TO T9o )lI2 , A(P =q -(P y is a phase shift between x-and y-component of the transmitted electric field E, which coincide with a-and b-axis respectively, Emio, E , are transmitted electric field along small and large axis of a polarization ellipse respectively. The conesponding a~ ( v ) and p(v) spectra obtained in such a manner (Fig.2 ) demonstrate a distinct resonance behaviour near AFMR. A fme structure of the AFMR line near 10 cm-I was revealed, which however dramatically disappeared while the h e intensity was increased when the magnetic field was removed and the average magnetization became zero (Fig.3) .
THEORY AND DISCUSSION
In order to describe and explain the observed magnetooptical effects we have calculated two dimensional transmission matrix (Jones matrix) M of the Y F~O J c-cut plane-parallel plate, which determines the transmitted electric field J & via the incident radiation Emc :
where i is a propagation matrix in the infmity YFe03 crystal and R is a reflection matxix of the vacuum -rrystal boundary. The matrix components are determined by the sum of contributions of the two normal modes -exp(-ikl,z z) of the ellipsoidal polarization having wave vectors
where A,, = ( E X X~~ + E~~X X + 2sxypxy y2, As = E X X E~ -EX^' , A, = ~X X p~ -pxy2 ; Cjk and pjk are the components of the permittivity and permeability matrixes. Resonance behaviour of the pjk (v) was described by [I ,2] 
where N(v)=vo2/(vo2 -v2 +ivAv ) , vo is the AFMR resonance frequency, Av is a linewidth , ~~o t and w are rotation and perpendicular susceptibilities of the YFe03 respectively. Spectra of the T(v), p(v) and a~( v ) calculated by means of the M matrix are plotted in the Fig. 1-3 and show good agreement with the experiment. The corresponding fitting parameters are: exx ' =24.0, EXX " = 0.04, EW ' =21.8, EW " = 0.04, sxy%O , vo = 9.875 cm-1 , Av =0.028 --I , not = , a ~0 . 7 ; they were found using only T(v) spectra at elJa and ellb at a~= 0 .
An unusual effect of the weak magnetic field along magnetic moment (Hllmllc-axis) on the line-shape and its intensity (Fig.3) is explained by the interference of the two normal modes of the radiation possessing strongly different propagation constants in the crystal near AFMR. In the case of H=O, when the sample is &magnetid and an average value of pxy N , the interference disappears and the resonance line looks like a single line. The theoretical calculations and computer simulations confinmed this conclusion and allowed a good agreement between theory and experiment (Fig.3) .
